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David L Morgan covers the wide range of practical tasks that need to be done in the course of a research
project when using focus groups. Throughout, Planning Focus Groups emphasizes the clarifying purposes of
the research project in order to collect data that meet the goals. The author extensively and concisely covers
the basic decisions that are necessary to plan a research project using focus groups, such as who should be in

the groups, the total number of groups, their size and much more. This volume also features a detailed
discussion of personnel and budgets. Among the other topics covered are recruitment, selecting locations, and
recording and managing data. The author also covers a large amount of practical material such as checklists

and recruitment tools.

Throughout Planning Focus Groups emphasizes the clarifying purposes of the research project in order to
collect data that meet the goals. Planning is everything but you already knew that from organising events. 1
As your team plans for your transfer workshop student focus groups can help provide your planning team
with valuable. Organizations generally use focus groups in planning marketing or evaluation either to

improve some specific product.

Focus Group Planning

An example might be what motivates your decision when choosing a washing powder? Scheduling Plan
meetings to be one to 1.5 hours long. The focus groups were structured in three leveled gatherings elementary
intermediate middle school and high school. Focus Groups can be a very helpful decisionmaking tool in a
great number and variety of business situations. See full list on brighthubpm.com . SCG can help your

organization identify important leaders individual contributors and other stakeholders whose thoughts ideas
and concerns can be shared in a focus group setting. Morgan covers the wide range of practical tasks required
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in the course of a research project when using. Kruegers and Mary Anne Caseys excellent book Focus . Focus
Groups can be a very helpful decisionmaking tool in a great number and variety of business situations. the

inquiry looked at planning and resource management through an urban lens.
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